Frequency of Low Clouds in Taiwan Retrieved from MODIS Data and Its Relation to Cloud Forest Occurrence
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Abstract: The relationship between satellite-derived low cloud frequency and the occurrence of tropical montane cloud forest (TMCF) in Taiwan was investigated. From daily MODIS cloud mask products between 2003 and 2012 the low cloud class was extracted and mean low cloud frequency was calculated for Taiwan. This low cloud frequency map was blended with an existing plot-based vegetation classification for Taiwan to analyze the relationship between low cloud frequency and TMCF occurrence. Receiver operating characteristics curves and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) were used to analyze if a relationship exists. No relationship was found for all four TMCF types taken together (AUC = 0.61) and for the dominant TMCF type, Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forest (AUC = 0.5). Strong relationships were found for the two spatially-restricted TMCF types, Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forest (AUC = 0.91) and Pasania-Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved forest (AUC = 0.84), as well as for the second dominant type Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forest (AUC = 0.74). The results show that low cloud frequency thresholds might be associated with specific cloud forest types in Taiwan. Further studies should incorporate information about cloud base height, cloud
density, and cloud immersion time as well as satellite-based cloud frequency information with a higher temporal resolution. Combination with satellite-based land cover classifications for Taiwan would allow quasi-continuous observation of TMCF changes. Such knowledge would be the precondition for effective protective actions concerning this exceptional but threatened ecosystem.
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1. **Introduction**

Tropical montane cloud forests (TMCF) represent a rare and exceptional ecosystem of the humid tropics. They are generally characterized by the frequent or permanent occurrence of low clouds [1] but their form and appearance varies globally and depends upon latitude, altitude, topography, distance to the ocean, wind direction, and rainfall patterns [2,3]. In addition to their important role regarding regional ecosystem water services (e.g., [4]), they are biodiversity hotspots and known for their exceptionally high endemism (e.g., [5]). Unfortunately, their water resources and their specific biodiversity are globally threatened by climate change [6,7] and land use change [8,9].

The urgent protection of cloud forest sites requires a comprehensive knowledge about their regional occurrence. However, the precise mapping of TMCFs is challenging because various abiotic and biotic factors determine their location [3]. Although researchers have been active for many years, there are still uncertainties about the large variety of subtropical and tropical cloud forest ecosystems [10]. The range of altitudes at which cloud forests are found is impressive (220–5005 m). The climate of cloud forests is highly variable from forest to forest, with an average rainfall of about 2000 mm per year and an average temperature of 7–17 °C [11].

Maps based on ground-measured floristic or physiognomic characteristics have been used to map TMCF at the spatial scales of a single montane or landscape (e.g., [12]). Other approaches have used elevation as a proxy for the climatic (temperature, rainfall, and fog incidence) and edaphic (soil water status, acidity) conditions that tend to be associated with cloud forests (e.g., [3,13]). TMCF mapping would explicitly account for multiple climatic and physiographic factors, including cloud frequency, wind and rainfall patterns, as well as aspect, latitude, altitude, the size of montanes, their distance from the sea, and local vegetation classification [10]. Li et al. [14] investigated nine abiotic factors for cloud forests in Taiwan and stated that temperature and moisture are the dominant factors.

Despite the occurrence of TMCFs in a wide range of climatic and landscape situations [11], the main common climatic attribute for every TMCF is frequent and persistent cloud immersion [6,15,16] and the global, regional, and local factors that influence cloud formation. Temperature and moisture govern cloud condensation, influenced by offshore sea surface temperatures, land–sea interactions involving the size of a montane and its orientation and exposure to the prevailing winds [1,11,17,18]. Cloud forests are uniquely separated from other montane forests only on the basis of the cloud immersion time [19]. High frequency of low level clouds is a key factor affecting TMCF. The clouds strongly influence the radiation budget and the humidity regime of the forest [20–23].
Mulligan and Burk [19] and Mulligan [24] successfully utilized satellite-based cloud frequency data in combination with climate and land cover data to map TMCF distribution as ‘forest under frequent and/or persistent exposure to ground-level cloud’. For their TMCF map they found an overestimation of the mapped cloud forest area as well as detection problems in highly-heterogeneous areas. Much of the overestimation and the detection problems were due to the coarse cloud climatology used. They suggest to use the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) cloud mask with a spatial resolution of 1 km [25–28] instead.

Nair et al. [29] used the MODIS cloud product together with reanalysis data to quantify cloud-immersion statistics for tropical montane cloud forests in Northern Costa Rica for March 2003. They used the 11µm channel in conjunction with reanalysis data to estimate cloud-top heights. The cloud optical thickness was used with empirical and adiabatic model approaches to estimate cloud thickness. The cloud-base height was calculated from the cloud-top height and the cloud thickness. This was compared with a digital elevation model (DEM) to determine cloud immersion. Problems occur with the MODIS cloud product which does not always successfully retrieve cloud properties. In addition to missing values, the retrieved values of cloud optical depth may not fall within the range in which cloud-base height can be accurately estimated. For both situations it was not possible to compute cloud immersion. As a consequence, the real cloud immersion frequency was underestimated. Nair et al. [29] concluded to use multiple years of data to obtain reliable cloud immersion frequencies. Additionally, the simplified assumptions about the vertical profile of the cloud liquid water content (empirical and adiabatic) can lead to inaccuracies in the estimated cloud thickness [30,31].

With respect to the mapping of TMCF using satellite-based cloud frequencies it has to be stated that there is no universally agreed-upon definition of the frequency, duration or extent to which a tropical forest must be immersed in clouds to be defined as a TMCF. For their quantified cloud-immersion statistics for March 2003 Nair et al. [29] did not infer such a frequency threshold. Mulligan and Burk [19] and Mulligan [24] obtained the best fit between actual and modeled cloud forest presence for a cloud frequency threshold of at least 70%. It is recognized that this is a relatively high level of cloud frequency. In this context, the authors refer to the fact that there are no data sets for the absence of cloud forests. Therefore, they rely solely on the validation using presence records. The disadvantage of this approach is that the greater the area a threshold defines as cloud forest, the greater will be its potential hit-rate and thus the better the validation will appear. A more extensive data set with detailed information about the occurrence and absence of TMCF plots could mitigate this problem. This would allow the calculation of the true positive rate (hit-rate) together with the false positive rate. The appropriate cloud frequency threshold could be determined for the optimal combination of a high true positive rate together with a low false positive rate.

Such an extensive ground-based vegetation dataset is available for Taiwan [14]. The plots were sampled between 2003 and 2007 during a vegetation mapping project organized by the Taiwan Forestry Bureau [32]. Using plots sampled during a vegetation mapping project organized by the Taiwan Forestry Bureau between 2003 and 2007 [32] Li et al. [14] recognized 21 main forest types. Among them, four forest types were described as montane cloud forest. Additionally, with this extensive ground-based observation dataset no area-wide information on the spatial distribution of TMCF in Taiwan is hitherto available. The limited knowledge and, at the same time the observed loss of TMCF in Taiwan, for
example due to high montane tea plantation [33], call for an overall mapping of this threatened ecosystem in Taiwan to support decision processes for the establishment of protected TMCF areas.

Therefore, the aim of the current study is to use the new available vegetation dataset in combination with a ten year time-series of low cloud frequencies (i.e. frequency of low cloud occurrence) from the MODIS cloud mask product in 1 km resolution to investigate the relationship between the occurrence of TMCF and low cloud frequencies in Taiwan for the first time. Such a relationship would offer the possibility for area-wide cloud forest classification in Taiwan by means of a satellite-based cloud frequency threshold.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Taiwan (21°52’–25°17’N, 119°58’–122°00’E) is located in the subtropics on the eastern margin of the Eurasian Plate and borders the most western extensions of the Pacific Ocean. The island is dominated by the Central montane Range (CMR) which runs from north to south (Figure 1). The CMR covers about two-thirds of the entire area of Taiwan and has an average height of approximately 2000 m, including more than 200 peaks above 3000 m above sea level (a.s.l.). The highest peak in Taiwan is Mt. Yushan with 3952 m a.s.l. [14,34].

![Figure 1. Topography (derived from SRTM DEM, U.S. Geological Survey) and geographical location of Taiwan.](image-url)
The island’s heterogeneous topography influences rainfall patterns, as well as atmospheric circulation, and causes large spatial variations in the regional climate which, on a larger scale, is predominantly affected by the East Asian Monsoon. The northeasterly monsoon hits Taiwan from September to April, whereas the southwesterly monsoon occurs from May to August [35]. The mean annual precipitation of the island varies from 1300 mm y\(^{-1}\) in the west and 2500 mm y\(^{-1}\) in the east, to more than 4000 mm y\(^{-1}\) in some regions of the CMR [36]. The diurnal course of the weather is characterized by daytime upslope-onshore and night-time down-slope-off-shore breeze systems which correspond to the diurnal heating-cooling cycle. Related to the thermal forcing, rainfall rates and cloud coverage reach their maximum in the late afternoon [37].

Almost 60% of Taiwan’s area is still covered by forests, out of which 73% are natural forest, 20% plantation and 7% bamboo, data from [38]). Natural forests have been replaced by the increasing expansion of farmland and cities particularly in the coastal lowlands of the island’s western part. To date, the pristine TMCF is limited to steep and poorly-accessible areas of the CMR, naturally disturbed by landslides after heavy rainfall events, sometimes related to typhoons [14,39–41].

2.2. Data

2.2.1. MODIS Cloud Mask

For the current study, MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) products from 2003 to 2012 were used. The 1 km MODIS Cloud Mask product (MOD35/MYD35) [25–28], including information on cloud occurrence and cloud type, was considered.

The MODIS Cloud Mask [25–28] is available at 250 m and 1 km resolution. For the current study the 1 km cloud mask is considered since it provides information about cloud types. It uses 19 of the existing 36 spectral bands that measure at wavelengths from 400 nm to 14.5 μm and consists overall of 48 bits (6 bytes) per pixel. Every bit represents a flag (yes-no decision) and indicates the results of the tests executed. The MODIS cloud mask and all tests are extensively discussed by Ackerman et al. [27]. Cloud masking algorithm uses differences between 11 and 3.9 micron channels to identify low level clouds. Large negative values of this difference in daytime scenes are indicative of the presence of low level clouds. In addition, visible reflectance thresholds of the 0.65 micron channel are also used, which indicate the presence of bright clouds.

The data for the ten years period were downloaded for every day in HDF format from the NASA FTP server (ftp://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/allData/5/). Per day two scenes are available:

- Terra overflight: ca. 2:00 am–3:30 am UTC, 10:00 am–11:30 am local time
- Aqua overflight: ca. 4:30 am–6:00 am UTC, 12:30 pm–2:00 pm local time

The metadata of the downloaded cloud mask products provide additional information about the exact geographical coordinates. The included latitude and longitude coordinates for each pixel were used to project the data to UTM-51N by nearest neighbor resampling.
2.2.2. Vegetation Dataset

The vegetation dataset used in this study is a subset of the National Vegetation Database of Taiwan consisting of vegetation plots from different altitudes and habitats. The plots were sampled between 2003 and 2007 during a vegetation mapping project organized by the Taiwan Forestry Bureau [32]. Based on species composition Li et al. [14] recognized 21 main forest types. Among them, four forest types (Table 1) were described as montane cloud forest whose geographical distribution were supposed to be correlated with cloud frequency (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Forest Type</th>
<th>No. of plots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2A03</td>
<td>Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forest</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2A04</td>
<td>Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forest</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2A05</td>
<td>Quercus montane mixed cloud forest</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3A09</td>
<td>Pasania–Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forest</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TMCF plots</td>
<td>1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2A06</td>
<td>Machilus–Castanopsis sub-montane evergreen broad-leaved forest</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2A07</td>
<td>Phoebe–Machilus sub-montane evergreen broad-leaved forest</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2A08</td>
<td>Ficus–Machilus foothill evergreen broad-leaved forest</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3A10</td>
<td>Drypetes–Helicia sub-montane evergreen broad-leaved forest</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3A11</td>
<td>Dysoxylum–Machilus foothill evergreen broad-leaved forest</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-TMCF plots</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All considered plots</td>
<td>1603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The montane cloud zone is characterized by clouds frequently descending to the ground. Dominant tree species are adapted to frequent fogs by spherical crowns, which are efficient in making the best use of diffuse light [42]. The sub-montane zone is dominated by umbrella-shaped tree crowns, which are more efficient for the interception of direct sunlight. Due to strong human impact, most of the old-growth forests in the foothill zone are restricted to stony slopes and shaded valleys, which cannot be used for agriculture. The crown shape is round because of the shaded habitat.

Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forests (C2A03) are located at higher altitudes of the subtropical montane cloud zone (mean altitude: 2200 m) on middle slopes, upper slopes, and ridges. The Kira’s warmth index (WI; [43]), defined as the annual sum of positive temperature differences between monthly means and 5 °C, varies between 100 and 150 °C. The mean precipitation amount calculated from the WorldClim global climate dataset [44] for the plots considered by Li et al. [14] is about 3300 mm from which a great part falls in the winter season (December to February) [35]. Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forests (C2A04) are restricted to ridges in the northern part of Taiwan (mean altitude: 1900 m, Kira’s warmth index: 130–160 °C). The mean precipitation amount for these plots is about 2700 mm. Most of the precipitation falls in the winter season [35]. In contrast to C2A03
forests, Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forests (C2A05) occur at lower altitudes of the montane cloud zone (mean altitude: 1800 m, Kira’s warmth index: 90–180 °C). At the same altitude, C2A05 forests can be found on more shaded and steeper slopes with shallower, rockier soils compared to C2A03 forests. The mean precipitation amount calculated for the C2A05 plots is about 3000 mm. The main part of the precipitation falls during the spring transition (March and April) and during the summer season (mid-July to late August) [35]. The occurrence of Pasania–Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forests (C3A09) is restricted to the southernmost peak of Taiwan with an altitude above 2000 m (mean altitude: 1500 m, Kira’s warmth index: 175–190 °C). On average the C3A09 plots receive about 4800 mm precipitation per year, from which the main part falls during the spring transition and the summer monsoon season [35].

To analyze the relationship between montane cloud forest types and cloud frequency the four montane cloud forest types were considered as TMCF. The remaining subtropical and tropical montane zonal forest types were considered as non-TMCF (Table 1).

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the 1017 plots across the TMCF and the non-TMCF plots. For a detailed description of the respective forest types and their dominant species refer to Li et al. [14].
2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Calculation of the Low Cloud Frequency Map

For the analysis of the relationship between low cloud frequency and TMCF occurrence, 11 and 3.9 micron difference test and visible reflectance test (see Section 2.2.1) results in the MODIS cloud mask data set are used to detect the presence of low level clouds. A binary cloud mask is then generated indicating the presence or absence of low level clouds. The elevation of the terrain was neither explicitly taken into account nor was there any terrain correction applied. Subsequently, the average low cloud frequency between 2003 and 2012 was calculated [27].

2.3.2. Investigating the Relationship between Cloud Forest Occurrence and Low Cloud Frequency

To investigate the relationship between the occurrence of TMCF and low cloud frequency in Taiwan, the calculated average low cloud frequency was extracted for each location of the vegetation plots. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves and the Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) [45,46] were used to analyze if a relationship exists.

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves were identified as suitable for the analysis of the relationship between cloud frequencies and cloud forest occurrence. ROC curves indicate the performance of a binary classifier as its threshold is varied between the minimum and the maximum values. The curve is created by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate for each threshold value. The true positive rate defines the proportion of positives that are correctly identified as such (e.g., the percentage of TMCF plots that are correctly identified as TMCF). It is calculated with:

\[
\text{truepositive rate} = \frac{\text{truepositive}}{\text{truepositive} + \text{false negative}} \]  

(1)

with true positive: positives correctly identified as such, false negative: positives incorrectly identified as negative.

The false positive rate defines the proportion of positives that are incorrectly identified as such (e.g., the percentage of non-TMCF plots that are incorrectly identified as TMCF). The false positive rate is calculated with:

\[
\text{falsepositive rate} = \frac{\text{falsepositive}}{\text{falsepositive} + \text{true negative}} \]  

(2)

with false positive: negatives incorrectly identified as positives, true negative: negatives correctly identified as such.

Table 2. Idealized dataset used for the construction of the ROC curve and the calculation of the AUC in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Frequency</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMCF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-TMCF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) provides a single measure of overall the accuracy of a binary classifier that is not dependent upon a particular threshold. By summarizing the overall performance over all possible thresholds, it is therefore possible to analyze the relationship between cloud forest occurrence and cloud frequency. The AUC values range from 0 to 1 and specify the probability with which TMCF and non-TMCF plots can be separated by means of the cloud frequency. A value of 1 would indicate a perfect classification. A value of 0.5 corresponds to a random classification performance.

Figure 3 shows an example of a ROC curve and the calculated AUC value for the idealized dataset in Table 2. A perfect classification would yield a point in the upper left corner coordinate (false positive rate: 0, true positive rate: 1) of the ROC space, representing no false negatives and no false positives. The (0,1) point is also called a perfect classification. This would result in an AUC value of 1. The diagonal line (line of no-discrimination) divides the ROC into good classification results above the diagonal represent (better than random) and poor classification results below the line poor results (worse than random). A completely random guess would give a point along a diagonal line from the left bottom to the top right corner. The corresponding AUC value would be 0.5. In our example we iterated the cloud frequency threshold between 0 and 1. The resulting combinations of true positive rate and false positive rate for each threshold value are indicated by the colored line which illustrates the relationship between low cloud frequency and the occurrence of TMCF. In this case the ideal cloud frequency threshold would be 0.7 resulting in a perfect TMCF classification with an AUC value of 1.

**Figure 3.** Idealized ROC curve which theoretically reveals a strong relationship between the frequency of low clouds.

To create the ROC curve and calculate the AUC in the current study, the extracted cloud frequency for every vegetation plot served as a reference. The cloud frequency threshold to classify TMCF was iterated between the maximum cloud frequency and the minimum cloud frequency. All TMCF plots with an extracted cloud frequency above the respective cloud frequency threshold were indicated as true positive, whereas all TMCF plots below the respective cloud frequency threshold were indicated as false negative. From the amount of the true positive and false negative plots the true positive rate was
calculated with Equation (1). All non-TMCF plots with an extracted cloud frequency above the respective cloud frequency threshold were indicated as false positive, whereas all non-TMCF plots below the respective cloud frequency threshold were indicated as true negative. From the amount of the false positive and true negative plots the false positive rate was calculated with Equation (2). For each cloud frequency threshold between the maximum and the minimum cloud frequency we thus obtained a true positive rate and a false positive rate that were used to create the ROC curve and calculate the AUC.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution and Frequency of Low Clouds

The calculated frequency and distribution of low clouds over Taiwan from 2003 to 2012 is displayed in Figure 4. The occurrence of low clouds is related to the island’s topography (cf. Figure 1). Peaks, ridges, and plateaus of the CMR above 2000 m altitude show the highest frequencies of low cloud occurrences (20% to 36%). The northeastern and southern foothills of the CMR, as well as the north-south elongated and up to 1600 m a.s.l. high Haian Range—located at the southeastern coast (cf. Figure 1)—also reveal similar values. On the contrary, the western plain and the dominant Huatung Valley in the east (cf. Figure 1) are less often covered by low clouds (<20%). Moreover, an evident difference is noticeable between east- and west-facing valleys. The frequency of low cloud occurrences is low in the eastern valleys but reaches an absolute minimum in the center of west or southwest exposed valleys.

3.2. Relationship between Cloud Forest Occurrence and Low Cloud Frequency

Figure 5 shows the calculated ROC curves and AUC values. No relationship between low cloud frequency and the occurrence of all four TMCF types taken together can be stated. The AUC value of 0.61 indicates that high frequencies were only slightly more often observed for cloud forest plots than for the other forest plots.

In a next step ROC curves were calculated separately for the four cloud forest types. The restricted sites of Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forests (C2A04; Figure 5b) in the northeastern part (AUC = 0.91) and of Pasania–Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forests (C3A09; Figure 5d) in the tropical part of Taiwan (AUC = 0.84) (cf. Figure 1) could be related to the frequency of low clouds. The relationship between the Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forest (C2A03; Figure 5a) and low clouds was somewhat weaker (AUC = 0.74) but still notable. However, the Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forest (C2A05; Figure 5c) which is scattered over the entire CMR does not reveal any relation to high frequencies of low cloud occurrences (AUC = 0.5).
Figure 4. Average daytime (late morning to early afternoon) low cloud frequency over Taiwan based on Terra and Aqua MODIS data from 2003 to 2012.

Figure 5. Cont.
Figure 5. ROC curves showing the relationship between the four TMCF types C2A03 (a), C2A04 (b), C2A05 (c), and C3A09 (d) and daytime low cloud frequency in Taiwan. The additional grey ROC curve (AUC = 0.61) indicates the relationship between all TMCF types and low cloud frequency. The color bar indicates the respective cloud frequency threshold used for ROC calculation (blue = lowest frequency, red = highest frequency).

4. Discussion

The calculated area under curve values indicate strong relationships between low clouds and the subtropical Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forest (C2A04, AUC = 0.91) and the tropical Pasania-Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved forest (C3A09, AUC = 0.84). However, it should be considered that the small population size and the limited spatial distribution may have influenced the results.

The spatial distribution and clustering of the specific TMCF types in Taiwan is probably the result of the seasonal weather cycle and the resulting spatial distribution of high frequency of low cloud cover and high precipitation amounts.

Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forest (C2A04) occurs only on ridges in the northern part of Taiwan (mean altitude 1900 m). Together with the southwest coast these areas receive the highest precipitation rates in Taiwan [36]. The high degree of topographic exposure to cloud and rainfall bearing winds probably determines the local conditions for the development of Fagus cloud forest in this region and might be the reason for the strong relationship between low cloud frequency and the occurrence of Fagus montane cloud forest. The high frequencies of low clouds for the northeastern foothills of the CMR (Figure 4) are probably linked to the main rainfall period during winter. The stable or slightly unstable stratification and low air moisture content lead to extended stratiform cloud cover and precipitation with high rainfall rates on the wind-exposed slopes at the north and northeast coast [47,48]. A second but smaller cloud cover and precipitation maximum occurs during autumn (September to November) mainly due to “late” typhoons [35]. During the summer season the Fagus cloud forests receive only medium precipitation amounts.

Pasania–Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved forest (C3A09; mean altitude 1500 m) occurs to the south of Yi-Ding Shan, the southernmost peak with an altitude above 2000 m. Some isolated plots are found on west-facing slopes in the middle part of the CMR. Together with the north
and northeast coast these areas receive the highest rainfall rates in Taiwan. All C3A09 sites are found on upper slopes and ridges characterized by strong winds due to a lack of topographic shading. As before, for the Fagus cloud forest, it can be assumed that the high topographical exposure of the sites and the corresponding high water input by clouds and rain determines the local conditions for the development of Pasania–Elaeocarpus cloud forest in this region which could explain the strong relationship between its occurrence and low cloud frequency. The high frequencies of low clouds for the southern foothills of the CMR (Figure 4) are in accordance with the precipitation dynamic in this area. The main rainfall seasons are the spring transition (March and April) with convective clouds and precipitation mainly at the southwest-facing slopes of the CMR [35,48], the summer season with tropical storms [49] and the southwesterly monsoon flow [51] with cloud and rainfall maxima at the west and southwest coast.

In contrast to C2A04 and C3A09 Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forests (C2A03) and Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forests (C2A05) are distributed over the entire CMR and represent the two most common forest types in Taiwan. For C2A03 we could find a strong relationship between its occurrence and low cloud frequency (AUC = 0.74). Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forest is located at higher altitudes of the montane cloud zone with a local concentration in the southern and northern part of the western slopes of the CMR. With a mean altitude of 2200 m most of the plots are situated above the cloud condensation level most of the time. As can be seen in the cloud frequency map (Figure 4) peaks, ridges and plateaus of the CMR above 2000 m altitude show the highest frequencies of low cloud occurrences (20% to 36%). This would explain the good relationship between low cloud frequency and the occurrence of Chamaecyparis montane cloud forest. Apart from the high water input due to cloud immersion Chamaecyparis cloud forests receive a considerable amount of rainfall. The northwesterly wind-exposed slopes receive most of the precipitation during the winter monsoon season (December to February) [49,50]. The southwestern parts receive their rainfall maximum during the mei-yu (mid-May to mid-June) [50,51] and summer monsoon (mid-July to late August) season [53,54].

As a consequence of the results it would be possible to map the spatial distribution of C2A03, C2A04, and C3A09 in Taiwan using a threshold for low cloud frequency in combination with a satellite-based land cover classification. Inspecting Figure 5 it might be possible to associate cloud frequency with specific cloud forest types. An optimal result with a high true positive rate and a low false positive rate would be obtained for a cloud frequency threshold greater than 24% for C2A03. For C3A09 the appropriate cloud frequency threshold should be greater than 26% and for C2A04 it should lie above 27%.

For Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forest (C2A05) there is no relationship with low cloud frequency (AUC = 0.5). Because of the dominance of C2A05 forests (565 plots) the weak relationship between the TMCF plots as a whole and low cloud frequency (AUC = 0.61) is mainly ascribed to the disproportional statistical influence of C2A05 forests. The missing relationship between low cloud frequency and the occurrence of C2A05 hampers its mapping based on a cloud frequency threshold. Quercus cloud forests are either less dependent on the frequent occurrence of low clouds or other unavailable environmental factors are more important.

The more than 560 tropical sites with confirmed cloud forest presence [55] represent a wide range of climatic (temperature, wind, rainfall) and landscape conditions (altitude, montane size, exposure, and distance to sea). Jarvis and Mulligan [11] analyzed the predominant climatic conditions for areas of known cloud forests in the World Conservation Monitoring Centre (WCMC) database of protected
areas [55]. In general, topographical exposure was the most significant parameter explaining the geographical differences between cloud forests and montane forests, followed by distance to coast, montane range size, and altitude [11]. Despite the occurrence of TMCFs in a wide range of climatic and landscape conditions [11], the main common climatic attribute for every TMCF is frequent and persistent cloud immersion [6,15,16] and the factors that influence cloud formation. Temperature, moisture, and nature of the cloud condensation nuclei govern cloud condensation. Other factors like offshore sea surface temperatures, land–sea interactions involving the coastal plain, the size of a montane and its orientation and exposure to the prevailing winds provide atmospheric forcing that leads to upward motion which leads to cloud formation [1,11,17,18]. As a consequence, high cloud frequency is assumed to be one of the most significant climatic variables for cloud forests and the reason why altitude, temperature, and distance to coast are important to cloud forest distribution.

For Taiwan, Li et al. [14] analyzed nine abiotic factors (altitude, slope, aspect, topography, soil rockiness, whole-light space [56], Kira’s warmth index [43,57], annual precipitation, and winter precipitation [44]) with respect to the occurrence of cloud forests. They identified temperature and moisture as the most important factors. The diversity of forest vegetation in Taiwan is strongly structured by the temperature and moisture gradient. In almost all the other environmental parameters Quercus cloud forests (C2A05) show a greater variance due to their scattered distribution.

Quercus forest occurs at lower altitudes of the montane cloud zone (mean altitude 1800 m), along the western slopes of the CMR, and in east-facing valleys of the CMR. The western slopes of the CMR are characterized by high cloud coverage and high precipitation rates during the spring transition, the mei-yu season and during the summer monsoon with an absolute minimum during the winter months. Kao et al. [36] identified a rainfall maximum with high intensities in the middle to the northern region of the western slopes of the CMR. In this area we can also find a relative concentration of C2A05. In comparison, the eastern areas receive much less rainfall with the highest amount during the winter monsoon and only medium rainfall rates during the summer months [35,47]. In addition to the lower rainfall receipt for this area [36], lower intensities together with a higher number of raining days were found compared to the western slopes. The diurnal cycle might explain the high number of raining days as well as the lower intensities. The diurnal weather at the east coast is characterized by daytime upslope-onshore and nighttime down-slope-off-shore flow and corresponds with the diurnal heating cycle due to the combined effects of orographic lifting and solar heating and the corresponding land-sea breeze system [37]. Rainfall rates and cloud coverage are noticed to reach their maximum in the late afternoon. Concerning a potential relationship between cloud frequency and C2A05 occurrence the cloud and rainfall maximum in the late afternoon at the east-facing slopes was probably not detected by the MODIS midday overpass. This could explain the missing relationship for the east coast in contrast to the west coast were we could expect a strong relationship comparable to C2A03. The spatial occurrence of C2A05 on the west coast is probably mainly due to the high precipitation rates in the respective areas, while C2A03 forests are located at higher altitudes of the montane cloud zone and benefit from this additional water input.

A higher temporal resolution provided by geostationary (GEO) satellite systems (e.g., Himawari-8) might be able to detect the described afternoon cloud and rainfall maximum. To obtain a comparable 1 km resolution an appropriate pansharpen algorithm (e.g., [58]) could be applied. Another aspect that could be important beside the cloud frequency is the cloud density together with the fog duration.
Mildenberger et al. [23] state that high frequency and high density of fog strongly influences the radiation budget and, obviously, the humidity regime at the altitude ranges where cloud montane forests occur. GEO systems with their higher temporal resolution could help to analyze the cloud immersion time in more detail. With respect to the cloud density, analyzing the cloud optical thickness from the MODIS cloud product might give useful insights. Unless we will have further information about the density of cloud events and the length of its lasting time, Quercus montane cloud evergreen broad-leaved forests (C2A05) cannot be well mapped only by cloud frequency.

The MODIS cloud mask is suitable for the generation of high resolution cloud frequency maps as presented in this work. Nonetheless, it is necessary to be aware of the limited validity and accuracy of the applied cloud masks and the final low cloud frequency map. Low clouds covered by overlying high clouds are not represented in the cloud frequency map. Thus, the calculated low cloud frequency is expected to be slightly lower than in reality. However, due to the long-time observation period, the reoccurring non-detection of obstructed low clouds is supposed to not significantly influence the distribution of the calculated low cloud frequencies.

One uncertainty in the presented approach related to the detection of TMCF is the unknown cloud base height of the identified low clouds. Therefore, a differentiation between cloud immersion and those low clouds that do not directly interact with the biosphere was not possible. For the occurrence and mapping of TMCF it is essential to detect cloud immersion of the terrain. The approach by Nair et al. [29] offers the possibility to determine cloud base height. However, due to the inherent uncertainties concerning the determination of the cloud top height and cloud thickness together with problems concerning the MODIS cloud product this approach does not seem suitable for TMCF mapping in Taiwan at the moment. In this context it has to be stated that we are currently working on a 250 m ground-fog detection scheme based on MODIS data, which would hopefully overcome the existing problems.

5. Conclusions

The aim of the current study was to investigate the relationship between the occurrence of Tropical Montane Cloud Forest (TMCF) and low cloud frequency in Taiwan for the first time. For this purpose, we have taken a hydrological definition of cloud forest as forest under frequent and or persistent exposure to low level clouds. We have used new datasets that have not been explored in Taiwan previously to derive a low cloud frequency map and to analyze the relationship between the calculated low cloud frequency and the occurrence of TMCF based on a new extensive observation dataset of cloud and non-cloud forest classification in Taiwan. To investigate the relationship between the occurrence of TMCF and low cloud frequency, the satellite-based low cloud frequency was compared to ground-based vegetation plots. Receiver Operating Characteristics curves and the Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) were used. For the most abundant TMCF type Quercus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forest we could not find a relationship (AUC = 0.5). For the remaining three TMCF types we found clear relationships. Strong relationships were identified for the spatially-restricted sites of Fagus montane deciduous broad-leaved cloud forests (AUC = 0.91) and of Pasania–Elaeocarpus montane evergreen broad-leaved cloud forests (AUC = 0.84). The relationship between the Chamaecyparis montane mixed cloud forest and low clouds was somewhat weaker (AUC = 0.74). The results show that low cloud frequency thresholds might be associated with specific cloud forest types in Taiwan. TMCF classification with high resolution...
remote sensing data is important because a comprehensive knowledge about its exact distribution could contribute to the conservation and investigation of this rare and fragile ecosystem. New satellite-based cloud frequency products with a higher temporal resolution could improve the accuracy of the derived cloud frequency threshold and may improve the relationship between the occurrence of most abundant Quercus cloud forest and low cloud frequency. The same holds true for the explicit consideration of the cloud base height to determine cloud contact with the surface and the additional incorporation of cloud density together with cloud immersion time.
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